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FOREWORD

Welcome for all respected scholars, researchers, post graduate students and especially Keynote Speakers to the 4 ICTVET. The theme of the conference focus on Technical and Vocational Education and Training for sustainable societies and consist of six subthemes. i.e Development of learning model on TVET, Workplace Learning and entrepreneurship, Innovation on applied engineering and information technology, Management and Leadership on TVET, Vocational and Technical Teachers education, and Assessment and Evaluation on TVET.

Sustainable society should be followed by the improvement of various factors that have impacts to the quality of vocational and technical education and training, particularly to overcome the competitiveness of the world business. As we have already known the rapid change of technology as well as the change of demography, having a great effect to the life of peoples in this world. The competitiveness need a collaborativeness to survive the life of millions peoples who lost their jobs. Young peoples as a productive generation have to be creative and innovative to face the competitiveness. So this proceeding contents consist of various findings of research in the field of vocational and technical education as well as applied technology and mainly based on the subthemes of the conference.

Finally, we would like to thank a million for all participants of this conference and all parties who support the success of this conference. Hopefully the seminars and scientific work of this seminar can be a reference material for basic education and elementary school teacher education in Indonesia.

Padang, July 2, 2018
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ABSTRACT: Information Systems have a role as a tool to manage service in organization to be more accurate, effective and efficient. In MAN 1 Padang chief of TU still difficult to manage employee data because there is no database management that can store, process, and maintain integrity of employee data. To improve service in MAN 1 Padang needed employee Information System-based web that is able to manage employee services, start from employee data input process, employee leave process, employee mutation process, and employee retirement process are mutually integrated as a whole. This design implemented by PHP programming language with MySQL database and CodeIgniter framework. In system design involved Use Case diagrams, Activity diagrams, Context Diagrams, flow map, Normalization and Entity Relationship Diagram. This system involves 3 users namely: Employee, Admin (administrator), and Principal. The three levels that registered have a private account to enter into a system that is username and password for the admin and principal while the employee enters used NIP and Password with MD5 encryption. Employee information system produced applications-based web that can help Administrative Officers in improving the effectiveness and efficiency in the implementation of employee management activities as well as displaying actual information in the form of employee data reports, employee retirement information, history of employee mutation and employee leave history.

Keywords: Employee Information System, PHP, MySQL database, CodeIgniter framework.

1. INTRODUCTION

Information technology and computer technology now, growing very rapidly. The needed increasingly demand by all of society, both ordinary people and intellectuals people. This is related to activities that are often done by a human who usually done manually and traditionally, now will be more quickly and precisely if do with help with machines that is computer technology.

Development of information technology has generated many systems and applications that are very useful. One of them is the internet. The popular Internet is often referred as web or often also called software based-web that has grown rapidly in terms of use, size, language used and complexity. Web applications were originally just static sites but now many dynamic and interactive that used in information systems and telecommunications.

Advances in information technology and computer technology have resulted in the growing understanding of the importance of technology aspects in a company, agency, or organization. So in today's information technology has also been widely used by companies, educational institutions and organizations for media publications.

Development of communication technology is a base for the development of an information system. The information system implies an organized data collection and with usage arrangements that include more than just a presentation. The information system is an integrated system capable of providing useful information for the users.

The use of information systems in helping organizational performance is increasingly needed. Supported by the sophistication of information technology, has enabled the development of an increasingly reliable information system. Information Systems is one of the most important resources in modern management. Many strategic decisions depend on information.

Structuring information that is done by regularly, clearly, precisely and quickly and can be presented in a report definitely supports the smooth operation of the organization and make a decision appropriate.

Administrative Section (TU) in the school has a task to carry out of employee administration including processing mutation process, leave, and employee retirement. MAN 1 Padang applied a manual system in providing information services for user needs, so it is less able to answer the challenges of the times and seem left behind by modernity. Based on the observations results and based on interviews conducted with the leader of TU MAN 1 Padang that the school is unavailable an information system that can be accessed anywhere and anytime such as employee information system. The manual system is no longer relevant to MAN 1 Padang is more growing and with the number of employees who continue to increase. This manual system has many disadvantages: used of time longer, the manpower that much, the cost required is very large as well more risk of error. The school administration management personnel such as employee data, leave, mutation, and retirement in MAN 1 Padang
not yet use the database as a storage medium employee data, it can be seen in presenting the report used computerization is limited to typing all data that has been prepared before by using the application Ms. Word and Ms. Excel, so that in producing all the right reports relatively longer and less complete in the report resulting then slow information received by employees from the administration MAN 1 Padang. It needs an employee data processing concept with employee data processing features, retirement data, mutations, leaves, and reports provided according to the administrative requirements of MAN 1 Padang in form website.

System design in this application used UML modeling (Unified Modeling Language) which consists are Use Case Diagram, Context Diagram, and Activity Diagram.

According Leman (1998: 3) information system is "A system made by humans consisting components within the organization to achieve a goal that is presenting information". Based on Kadir (2013: 71) an information system there are components such as: "Hardware includes physical devices such as computers and printers then Software or program that set of instructions that allow by hardware to be able process of data, the third is a procedure is set of rules that used to realize data processing and generation of desired output, then the fourth is the person is all the parties responsible for the development of information systems, processing, and use the information of system output and the fifth is the database is set of tables, relationships, and others related to data irregularities, and the last computer network and data communications is a system that allows connections to resources that used together or accessed by a number of users".

According to Kadir (2013: 4) the main capabilities of information systems are as follows: "Implement numerical computation, large volume and with high speed, and provide communication within organizations or inter-organizations are cheap, accurate and fast, storing information in a very large amount small, accessible space allows quick access to information around the world, improves the effectiveness and efficiency of people working in groups in a place, presents clear information that inspires the human mind, automates semi-automated business processes and tasks that are done manually and speed up typing and editing and then financing is cheaper than manual".

The last Rosa opinion (2011: 118) about UML: "UML is a visual language for modeling and communication of a system by using diagrams and supporting texts". UML only works for modeling. So UML usage is not limited to certain methodologies, although in reality, UML mostly used in oriented object methodology".

2. METHOD DESIGN

System design in this application used UML modeling (Unified Modeling Language) which consists of Use Case Diagram, Context Diagram, and Activity Diagram.

2.1. Analysis of Current System

The following document flow diagrams define the relationships between parts (process actors), processes (manual) and data flow (in the form of output and input documents). The flow of documents in running system can be described with the system flow map as shown in the picture below:

![Figure 1. Current System](image)

2.1. Analysis to be developed

a. User Analysis

Users are actors who will play a role in the system. In this system, the users involved are employees, admin/administration, and principal. Here are the details of the task or thing that users can do in the system:

1) Employee

In this system, employees have the right to apply for leave, mutation, and retirement, including the number of teaching hours and duties of education and see the history of the leave, retirement reports and mutation reports.

2) Admin / Administration
In this system, the admin/administration is positioned as a system manager and granted full system access rights to:

a) Checking employee data.
b) Keep employee data.
c) Acc Format employee data.
d) Check employee data and check completeness, leave application, retirement, and mutation.
e) Save, SK Request for leave, SK retirement, and SK Mutation.

3) Principal
The Principal is a leader in a school, who is in charge of:

a) Acc Format employee data after Acc by the administrator.
b) Sign the data completion of the application for leave, retirement, and mutations that have been examined by the administration, have access rights to add admin on the system.

b. Process Analysis

Employee information system at MAN 1 Padang makes the process of storing employee data which will then be stored in employees’ database. In employee information systems at MAN 1 Padang in addition to the process of data collection of new employees, there is also the process of application for leave, employee mutations, and retirement.

c. System Design
Here's the proposed flow map:

![System flow map that proposed](image)

The new system to be built is not much different with old system, the difference only from a manual system and does not have a database in the end in this new system to be computerized and has a database for data that can be stored neatly and to facilitate in input data process employees and other processes associated with employee data.

d. Hardware Requirements Analysis

1) *Processor* : Intel Atom or above version
2) *RAM* : 1GB or more
3) *Hard disk* : 40 GB or more

e. Software Requirements Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows 7, 8, and 10</td>
<td>Computer operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atom</td>
<td>Text Editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozilla Firefox/Google</td>
<td>Web browser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XAMPP</td>
<td>Web server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>Database server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeIgniter</td>
<td>Framework PHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materialize</td>
<td>Framework CSS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

f. System planning
System design for illustrating, plan, and make sketches or arrangement of some separate elements into one unified whole and functioning. System
design is the result of the transformation from analysis into a design that will be implemented.

1) Context Diagram

A context diagram is the highest level in the data flow diagram and only load the process, showing the system as a whole. Context diagram shows the relationship and boundary between a system with an external entity.

![Figure 3. Context Diagram](image)

In the context diagram above seen, admin/administration have full access rights in the system. Where admin/administration has task management system, then Principal look out that report based on information input by admin/administration and also duty add admin and have a duty for input the data needed for process required.

2) Use Case Diagram

Use Case diagram is a scenario of the interaction between users with the system. A use case diagram illustrates the relationship between actors and activities that can be performed in the application. The following is the use case design diagram Employee Information System MAN 1 Padang:

![Figure 4. Use Case Diagram](image)

Figure 4 shown that each actor has different levels, admin/administration has a task to manage the system, then the principal reviewed reports based on the information infected by the admin/administration and also in charge of adding admin and have duties to input the data needed for the required process.

3. DESIGN RESULTS

Implementation is a process that interpreted the design results into a software form as a whole. The implementation of the interface is to interpret the layout that has been made on the interface design into the form of the system interface display intact. Implementation this system interface applied to determine the system has been designed run properly in accordance with a design that has been designed previously.

3.1. Home Page

The home page is the first page when the user opens the website employee information system http://localhost/employee/. Display the home page shown in the picture below:

![Figure 6. Home Page](image)

3.2 Employee page

a. Employee Login page

Login page is the page where the employee login. The appearance of the employee login page is as follows:

![Figure 7. Login page](image)

b. Employee Home Page

The main home page is the main page after employee login account. The main employee page is shown in the picture below:

![Employee Home Page](image)
c. Input Form Page

Input Form Page is a page where employees input the data required in manage of leave, mutations and retirement. Here is an example one of the input leave form, input form like shown in the picture below:

Figure 9. Leave Input Form

d. Status page

Status page is page to see the process submission of leave, mutation and retirement submitted by the employee after filling in the necessary data contained in the input form. In this page employee can see the submission is being processed acc by administration after it that ace by principal and then the employee gets notice on the status page, that the submission has been ace by the administration and principal. Here is an example one of status page views the leave status page as shown in the image below:

Figure 10. Leave Status

e. Teaching History Page

Teaching history page is a page where employees can see the history of the teaching hours that input by employees at MAN 1 Padang. In this page employees also add teaching history data as specified in each semester and academic year, the added data includes the school year, semester, level, subject and number of teaching hours. The history of teaching page views is as follows:

Figure 11. Teaching History


Task educational force page is history page the educational employee where employees can see history of tasks employee that inputted by structural employee in MAN 1 Padang. In this page employees can add task data accordance that decided in each semester and academic year, the added data include year of teaching, semester, and task of educational force. The history of teaching page views is as follows:

Figure 12. Task of Educational Force Page.

g. Report page

Report page is a page where employees can see history of leave, mutations and retirement filed by all employees at MAN 1 Padang. In this page employees can search other employee names about leave, retirement and mutations and then employees also can print report as needed. Here is an example one of page views report, this report about leave page as shown in the picture below:

Figure 13. Leave Report

3.3. Admin page

Admin page is a page where admin has rights access to look out and print all employee data, process submission of leave, mutation and retirement, printed SK of leave, mutation and retirement required by employee, and can look out and print report history of leave, mutation and retirement. On the administrator page there
are 2 admin levels: administrative as main admin and principal.

a. Admin Login Page

Login page is main page when admin opens website. In order to enter the next menu page admin must enter a username and password. Implementation of admin login page is as follows:

![Admin Login](image1)

Figure 14. Admin Login

b. Admin Home

Administrator's home page is the first page that appears when login in admin page. The main administrator page views are as follows:

![Admin Home Page](image2)

Figure 15. Admin Home Page

c. Master Data Menu

Employee master data page displays Employee MAN 1 Padang data and there is sub-menu click to add data if admin wants to add Employee data, and there is a useful action button to view details, edit and delete data, and there is a menu to print entire employees data. Employee data are separated based on employee type that is Structural and Functional employees. Here is an example one of the master data display, which is master data of structural employees such as shown in the picture below:

![Structural Employee Data Display](image3)

Figure 16. Structural Employee Data Display

d. Process Menu

In display below is that display from page of leave process, process of leave is a process to find out data entered by employee has been approved by administration and principal.

![Process Menu](image4)

Figure 17. Display Page of Employee Leave Data

e. Report Menu

Menu page of Employee report contains a page listing the structural and functional employee list report of MAN 1 Padang applying for leave. Here is an example one of the report menus leaves report as shown in the picture below:

![Report Menu](image5)

Figure 18. Display of Employee Leave Report Page

f. Account Menu

Account menu page is page that appears when the admin wants to change the password and exit from system. Page display to change the password as follows:

![Account Menu](image6)

Figure 19. Display In Change Admin Password

4. DISCUSSION

The process flow of the system has been designed in accordance with analysis that has been applying primarily in employee administration process in MAN 1 Padang in integrated and systematic through employee information system.

Functionality system has been running smoothly without any technical errors that caused tendency system or process failure to handled user requests and needs. Interaction between users, admin, principal and employees with system running
properly. The main features for data processing employees, number of teaching hour’s data, data of educational tasks, retirement data, mutations, leave and reports provided according needs of employee administration MAN 1 Padang in websites form.

User design interface in employee information system developed to friendly for users and responsive web in order to adapt to various platform sizes. The display is also designed to be informative for users and offers a complete information requirement.

According to Leman (1998: 3) information system is "A system made by humans consisting of components within organization to achieve a goal that is presenting information".

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of design and discussion, concluded as follows:

a. With implement of computerized systems in manage employee data with databases that created by used MySQL can apply quickly so that errors in entering and calculating data relatively can be avoided. Then efficiency of time in progress and completion of a report will be better.

b. The results from made this employee information system can support the smooth implementation and function in field employee administration that effectively and efficient, such as administration in processing employees data, submission of leave, mutation and retirement.

c. Improving services and need in employee information more accurate and relevant.

d. Employee Information Systems has been successfully designed used PHP programming language, Codeigniter Framework, software development code generator or editor used Atom, MySQL / MariaDB as DBMS for database, materialize.css to design and Xampp as servernya
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